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Hello, Welcome to my collection of humorous nonfiction essays. The first is my collection of blog
entries I wrote in 2015, “We Lost Pluto?” These are mostly my musings on daily life in the 21st
Century and my random challenges with technology. Following that is is my book “Enraged
Gratitude.” In it I share my real life lessons on how I moved from rage to peace while riding the
buses and trains of Los Angeles. Enjoy! Â Darice Clark Â We Lost Pluto? by Darice Clark This is a
collection of my now defunct blog, “Writings By Darice” from 2015. It was my first attempt at a
blog and the plan was to write every two weeks. I mostly stuck to that schedule for six months. I
stopped the blog to devote my time to another book. These are some of my random musings. My
intention is for them to make you smile, laugh, experience a new perspective, or just have a quick
breather from whatever is stressing you out. Something to share during a coffee break or read
quickly during a bus or train ride on your way to work. Wherever you find yourself reading these
pieces, enjoy. With love, Darice Clark Â We Lost Pluto? by Darice Clark Â Table of Contents
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Okay. I admit it. I don’t check Twitter every day. When I do I don’t always read The Daily Beast
tweets. I just like knowing they are there for me whenever I’m ready. Like knowing Christmas
comes every year or a new Starbucks is going to open somewhere I never expected. Always a
delight! Meaning a new Starbucks. Christmas can be hit or miss. Anyway, I checked my Daily
Beast tweet and discovered we’d lost Pluto! An entire planet, whoosh, gone. Well not that
dramatically. That’s just how it felt when I read Pluto was never an actual planet. I still don’t
understand the scientific rationale. Probably because I am behind on my “StarTalk.” Thanks for
making astrophysics cool and hip Mr. Neil DeGrasse Tyson. It’s just unsettling. A solar system with
one less planet. Maybe I should be more concerned about those pesky solar flares after all. I really
hope the solar flare talk is just New Age paranoia. Like the Mayan Calendar earthquake. Thank God
that didn’t happen. I barely slept for a week worrying about that one. Besides isn’t it enough to be
dealing with all the economic stress on earth? How is a person supposed to relax when we can
have a planet one day and then have it gone the next? Or maybe I’m just upset because it was the
ninth planet and I really like the number 9. Isn’t it just a little weird to have a solar system with an
even number of planets? With all the randomness in the universe a solar system should end in an
odd number. For some reason that would just feel better to me. Maybe scientists will discover
three new planets giving us a total of 11. In the meantime, I’ll miss number 9.
Jeff Bezos for King! Â (Originally published August 2015) I ordered a “refurbished”
laptop from Amazon. Only $77. Amazing. What is it with Americans? Why can’t we say “used”

anymore? Nowadays it is “certified pre-owned” or “refurbished.” Maybe it’s a throwback to our
British heritage, a pesky snobbish gene or predilection still lingering in the blood. At any rate,
every year I am more blown away by Amazon. They make my life easier and easier. Although it’s a
little unsettling how much information they have on me: my spending habits, my reading lists, my
music, my dreams and desires as reflected on my wish list. Amazon knows me better than some of
my previous sexual partners. Because I ordered my laptop through a “3rd Party” seller it took four
weeks to be delivered via the US Post Office. Small price to pay for such a deal on a laptop. Would
have been faster if it had been small enough to send to an Amazon Locker. Have you heard of this?
It’s crazy cool. Amazon has actual lockers at some grocery stores and mail pick up places. You get a
code that unlocks the locker. Great for books, DVDs, CDs. Things dinosaurs like myself still like to
actually buy.
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